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Is the crystal bed in the back of my head the same place as my sacred mind in the back
portion of my brain?
“Beautiful One, the crystal bed is indeed part of that which is called a sacred place and
in what is called the movement of the head. Beautiful One it rebalances the sacred crystal bed.
You also would realize a sacred point in the brain matter for yourself and all humans is also the
pineal gland.”
Does that mean the membranes of Light that guard the entrance to my sacred heart and
sacred mind have dissolved so I can access my crystal bed?
“As long as the beautiful body is not disrupting you.”
So if I put this in a process for everyone to go to their crystal bed do they have to have a
high enough vibration like 5th dimension or something to get into that?
“Here it helps very much if they have moved into the 5th dimensional consciousness for
otherwise the lower frequencies are limiting their awareness. We always tell you, every one of
you, intention is the strongest vibration to help you obtain knowledge of higher dimensions.
If your intention is maintained and if your intention is maintained with clarity you will reach
such a point. If in your physical human world your intentions are locked into what is called
limitations of your world then you DO NOT remain in your 5th dimensional or higher. Know the
crystal bed allows a triggering to open the doorway to higher dimensions so higher wisdom can
be downloaded to earth.”
Can you tell me more about the crystal bed in the back of our heads?
“Alright, everyone has them. It is part of the structure of the whole body to maintain
your spiritual nature and your human form.”
How do you access them?
“Well, for many of you it is just a natural flow of your humanness. Some will open up to
much more knowledge or wisdom gleamed by the vibrations and some will actually activate in
you and activate them in others. What is required always and foremost is that called the

beautiful energy of love. The power to love yourself, love your life, and love your experience.
For then you are reaching into your higher nature. When you reach into your higher nature
then you activate much more of this crystal bedding to bring the Light Body forward.”
Is it more on the top at the back of the head than down the neck?
“It is not more in the top. It is more in the center and toward the back.”
Would it be to the highest good for all for me to create a prayer request like what I am
now using with Beloved Moses and Mother Mary? Where I use one of my Lumerian Crystals to
arc its Light and Wisdom to each of the 12 Arcturian’s etheric crystals and then back into the
crystal beds in the back of the heads of all who read it and then download that through
everyone’s head and body into the iron core crystal grid and out to the Ring of Ascension?
Would that be very beneficial and create a link?
“Indeed.”
Would it be more effective if I used 12 different Lumerian Crystals, one for each to arc
with each one of the 12 etheric crystals?
“You may do that, yes.”
Does it matter which Lumerian Crystal I use?
“It does not! You will blend with each and you will feel that vibrational energy that is in
accordance with your intent.”
Would this alignment be what Sanat Kumara, Juliano and Metatron were talking about
where I got this idea?
“Indeed, that would be in alignment with them.”
Can I use the same type of process using my Lumerian Crystal Skull I used when I was in
Lumeria and have it arc its Light and Wisdom to the original 13 Crystal Skulls?
“You may, shall you desire!”
So we then download the wisdom from the skulls! That would allow the people who
have been working with the crystal skulls to be able to tap into the wisdom within their skulls?
“Indeed for once you activate arcing Light its vibrating essences you charge it and the
dis-charge will help others.”
Is there any special way I need to share this with others?

“Well, Beautiful One, we call that blending, do we not? Blend into the vibration of the
crystal, blend in with the intention to arc the Fire of Spirit. Then recognize the arcing of the
Fire within the Spirit, within that beautiful crystal. You will direct its exchange by your
thoughts, your vision and your feelings.”
Then I ask that it be downloaded into my crystal bed and then down into the iron core
crystal grid in the earth and out to the whole galaxies and Ring of Ascension. Would that help
everybody to awaken?
“Indeed.”
Thank you so much Malachi!

